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In my paper Concerning non-dense plane continua* I showed that if in the

plane S the set M is the sum of a countable number of closed sets containing

no domain then there exists a topological transformation II of the plane 5

into itself such that if L is any straight line whatsoever the point set LII(Af)

is totally disconnected. The principal object of the present paper is to prove

this result with "plane S" replaced by "euclidean space of « dimensions." In

the proof here given use is made of a general theorem concerning transforma-

tions in a locally compact, complete metric space.

Theorem I. Suppose that S is a locally compact complete metric space and,

for every positive integer n, e„ is a positive number and Tl„ is a topological trans-

formation of S into itselfX such that b[P, H„(P)]§<e„for every point P of S.

For each point P of S let P1 denote Ilx(P) and in general let Pn+l denote

n„+i(P"). Suppose the series ex+e2+e3+ ■ ■ • converges. For each point P of S

let n(P) denote the sequential limit point of the sequence P1, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ . Then

II is a single-valued continuous transformation^ of S into itself. Furthermore if

II-1 is single-valued it is continuous. A necessary and sufficient condition that

FI-1 be single-valued is that for every positive integer m if P and Q are

points of S then there is an integer n (n>m) such that if b(P, Q)>l/n then

ô(P", o-) >2:r..+i3ei.
Since the series ex+e2+e3 + ■ ■ ■ converges the sequence of transforma-

tions IIi, (n2IIi), • • • , (n„IIn_i • • • IL) is uniformly convergent, and thus II,

the limit of this sequence, is continuous. If Q is any point of S then there

exists a sequence of points Pi, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ oí S such that for each « (with

the notation as in the statement of the theorem) (Pn) n = Q- Let k be a positive

number such that the domain S(Q, k)\\ is compact. There exists a positive in-

* Presented to the Society, in part, June 2,1928, and November 28,1930; received by the editors

June 2, 1931.

t These Transactions, vol. 32 (1930), pp. 6-30.

X That is, a continuous single-valued transformation with continuous single-valued inverse.

Moreover H(S)=S.

§ If A and B are points of S then h{A, B) denotes the distance from A to B.

If This does not imply that n_1 (the inverse of n) is either single-valued or continuous.

|| If Q is a point and k is a number then S(Q, k) denotes the set of all points whose distance from

Q is less than k.
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teger m such that if T is any point and i any integer (i^O) then b(Tm, Tm+i) <k.

In particular S[(Pm+t)m, (Pm+i)m+i]<k (»èO). But (Pm+i)m+i is Q. Thus

(Pm+i)m (i^O) belongs to the compact domain S(Q, k). Let K denote

z2i>-i(Pm+i)m, and let K' denote 2Zr_iPm+¡. The infinite set K has a limit

point. Thus there is a point P such that Pm is a limit point of K. Then P is a

limit point of K'. As II is continuous, II(P) is a limit point of U(K'). Now

i[0, Il(Pn)]^Ô[Q, (P„)"] + S[(P„)», n(P„)]. Now (P„)" = e, whence
«¡C, (Pn)B]=0. Moreover S[(P„)", H(Pn)] <(en+x+e„+2+en+3+ ■ ■ ■). Thus

Q is a sequential limit point of the sequenceII(Pi), II(P2), II(P3), • • • . Then

no point except Q is a limit point of the point set II(Pi)+11 (P2)+11 (P3)-r- ■ • •.

But n(P) is a limit point of this set. Then II(P) =Q. Hence for each point Q

of 5 there is a point P such that II (P) =Q, whence 11(5) =S.

Now suppose that II-1 is single-valued. Suppose R is a point set and Q

is a limit point of R. Let Tl-^Q) =P and IJ-^R) =M, so that II(P) =Q,
H(M) = 2?, and II(P) is a limit point of U(M). It is to be shown that P is a

limit point of M. By hypothesis there exists a positive number k such that

5[n(P), k] is compact. Let « be an integer such that^,"_„+ie;<&/2- For each

i let Xi denote a point of Tl(M) such that 5 [X¡, U(P) ]<k/(2i). Since Xf be-

longs to l~l(M) it follows that there exists a unique point F,- in M such that

n(F¿) =Xi. Let tf denote the point set (F1)"+(F2)"+(F3)"+ • ■ -, and let

K' denote Fi+F2+F3+ • • • . For each », 5[(F<)», JT<]<*/2J and ôfX,-,

II(P)]<£/2, whence every point of K belongs to the compact domain

5[n(P), k]. Let W denote a point such that W is a limit point of K. Then IF

is a limit point of K' and U(W) is a limit point of II(2i"). But II(P) is the only

limit point of n(K'). Hence U(P) =U(W) and by hypothesis P = W. But W

is a limit point of the subset K' of M. Hence P is a limit point of M.

We come now to the proof of the last sentence of Theorem I. Suppose that

for every positive integer m and pair of points P and Q of S there is an in-

teger « (n>m) such that if S(P, Q)>l/n then S(P», Qn)>¿2?-n+i3ei. Let

P and Q be distinct points, and let m be an integer such that ô(P, 0 > l/m.

Then there exists an integer « (w>w) such that if 5(P, Q)>1/« then

í(P", Qn) >¿2?-n+x3ei. But as »>«, S(P, Ç})>1/«, whence o(P", Q»)

>Z"-»+i3c<. Obviously 5[P», n(P)]gi(P», P"+1) + ô(P"+1, P«+2)+ • ■ •

<(cn+i+Cn+2+c„+3+ • • • )• That is, both ô[P", n(P)] and S[Q», U(Q)] are

less than ¿2 f-»+iC<. It follows that 5 [II (P) ,Tl(Q)}> en+x and hence II (P) ̂  II (Q).

Now suppose II-1 is single-valued. Then II is a topological transformation

of S into itself. Let M be any positive integer and let P and Q be distinct

points of S. Let e denote 5 [n(P), II (Q) ]. Since ¿2e, converges it follows that

there exists an « (n>m) such that ¿2?-n+x3ei<e/3, ô[n(P), Pn] <e/3, and
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5[n(<2), Qn] <e/3. Then 8(Pn, Qn) >XX»+i3e,. This completes the proof of

Theorem I.

Let xl, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn denote the coordinates of a point in En. If c is any

positive number and (a1, a2, ■ ■ -, a") is any point of En then the set of points

for which xi = ai, a' — c^x'^a'+c (i^n,j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , i — 1, i+l, ■ ■ ■ , «)

will be called an (« — l)-cell. A point of such a cell for which a'—c<x'<a'+c

for every j (j g «) will be called an interior point of that cell.

Theorem II. If En denotes euclidean space of n dimensions, 77 and K are

mutually exclusive closed and compact point sets in En, and e is any positive num-

ber, then there exists inEn — (H+K) a finite set G of mutually exclusive (« — 1) -

cells each of diameter less than e and such that any straight line interval, with end

points in 77 and K respectively, contains an interior point of at least one cell of

the set G.

Let / be a positive number such that the product « • t is the lower distance

from 77 to K. For each i (i^n) let A i denote the point set containing every

point P whose lower distance from 77 lies between the numbers i ■ t and (i+l)t.

Then the sets Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ , An are mutually exclusive domains, and every

straight line interval with end points in 77 and K respectively contains seg-

ments lying in Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ , An respectively. As 77 and K are separable there

exist sequences of points P{ ,P2,P3, • ■ ■ and Qx ,Q2',Q3, ■ • ■ such that 77

is the set (Pi +P2' +P3' + ■ ■ ■) plus its limit points, and K is (Q{ +Q{

+Qi + ■ • • ) plus its limit points. There exist points Px, P2, P3, ■ ■ • and

Qu (?2, Qz, ■ • -, such that (1) for every i there exist numbers 7 and k such that

Pi = P¡ and Qi = Q¿, and (2) for every pair of integers y and k there is an

integer i such that 7J, = 7>/ and Qi = Qk ■ Let i denote the smallest integer

(i^n) such that xi is not constant on the interval PXQX. Let Ci denote a point

of PXQX in A i, and let Dx denote an (n — l)-cell with center Ci, lying in A ¿ and

in the set with equation xi = x,Cl.f Then not only does Dx contain a point of

PXQX, but there exist spherical neighborhoods EP, and Eq, of Px and Qx re-

spectively such that any interval with end points in EP, and Eq1 respectively

contains an interior point of the cell Dx. Clearly there is a greatest number

8Dl such that for every positive number v the domains EP, and Eq, can be

taken of diameter greater than bo, —v. Let 5* be the upper limit of §d, for

all such cells Dx, and let D* denote a cell Dx such that SDl > S*/2.

Now consider the second pair of points P2Q2. Let i be the smallest integer

(i^n) such that xi is not constant on the interval P2Q2. Let C2 be a point of

P2Q2 lying in Ai} and such that «V?,^x{c*, where C* denotes the center of

t If i is an integer (¿án) and C is a point, then by x'q is meant the ¿th coordinate of the point C.
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the (« —l)-cell D*. Let D2 be an (« —l)-cell with center C2, lying wholly in

A i and in the set with equation xi — xic¡. Let S* and D* denote respectively

a number and an (« — l)-cell obtained from P2Q2 and the cells (A) in the

same manner that S* and D* were obtained from PiQi and the cells (D¡).

This process may be continued indefinitely. Thus there exists an infinite set of

numbers 5*, §*, b*, ■■ ■, and an infinite set of (« — l)-cells D*, D*, D*, • • ■

such that, for every m, (I) D* lies in At for some i (i^n) and in the set with

equation x' = k (k being a constant), (2) if D * and D * both lie in the set with

equation xf = w (w being a constant) then h = k, and (3) if EPm and EQm are

spherical neighborhoods of Pm and Qm respectively, then (a) if the diameters

of Epm and Eq„ are less than Sm*/2 every straight line interval with end points

in EPm and Ec¿m respectively contains a point in the interior of Dm, but (b)

if EPm and Eq„ are both of diameter greater than SOT* and D is any (« — l)-cell

lying in Ai (i^n) and in the set with equation xi = k, and no cell D * with h

less than m lies in the set *' — k, then there exists a straight line interval with

end points in EPm and EQm respectively, which does not contain any point

of D.

If now we suppose the theorem false there exists a sequence of pairs of

points Rx, Sx; Ri, Sí; R3, S¡; ■ : • such that (1) for every m, Rm is a point of

H and Sm is a point of K, (3) the interval RmSm contains no interior point of

D* (k^m), and (3) the sequences Rx, R2, R¡, ■ ■ ■ and Sx, S2, S3, • ■ • re-

spectively have sequential limit points R and 5. Let i be an integer (i^n)

such that x* is not constant on the interval RS. In view of the fact that the

point set RSAi is uncountable, and that for each m if Dm* lies in At then it

contains at most one point of RS, it follows that there exists a point C lying

in RSAi which does not belong to Dm* for any m. Let D denote any (« — 1)-

cell with center C and lying in A( and in the set with equation xi = xic. Let

«i, «2, «3, • • • denote a sequence of numbers such that the sequence

P„„ P„„ P„„ • • • converges to R, and the sequence Qn„ Qn„ Qn„ • • • con-

verges to S. Since for every i the interval RS contains no interior point of

Dn< it follows that the sequence of numbers 8n*, 8„*, ön*, ■ ■ ■ converges to

zero. But there is a positive number S* such that, if ER and Es denote spheri-

cal neighborhoods of R and S respectively of diameter 5*, then every interval

with end points in Er and Es respectively contains a point in the interior of

D. There exists a positive number m' such that if m>m', then the distances

PnmR and QnmS are each less than 6*/4. Then, for the moment writing k = nm,

the spherical neighborhoods EPt and Ecjt of Pk and Qk respectively which

are of diameter 6*/4 are subsets of Er and Es, respectively. Hence any inter-

val with end points in EPk and EQk respectively contains an interior point
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of the (w-l)-cell D, whence ök*^b*/8. But limm_œ 5** = 0. Thus the sup-

position that Theorem II is false has led to a contradiction.

Theorem III. If Tx and T2 are countable point sets, dense in En, and M is

the sum of a countable number of closed point sets lying in En and containing

no domain, then there exists a topological transformation II of En into itself such

that n(ri) = T2, and if L is any straight line the set LTl(M) is totally discon-

nected.

To facilitate the proof of Theorem III, I will establish two lemmas.

Lemma l.f If, in En, L is any finite point set, e is any positive number,

Pi, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ and Qx, Q2, Q3, • ■ • are countable sets dense in En, and i is an

integer such that Pi and Qi are not in L, then there exist integers ni and mi, and

a topological transformation C of En into itself, such that (1) for every point U

the distance 8[U, C(U)]<e, (2) C(Pt) =Çn,. and C(Pm>) =Qi, and (3) if U is

any point of L then C(U) = U.

Let «¡ be any integer such that the length PiQni<e/6, and also less than

1/6 of the lower distance from P, to Qi+L. Let t denote three times the dis-

tance PiQni and let R denote the point such that the interval RQn, is bisected

by the point Pi. Let X denote any point and le/ x denote its distance from

the point R. If x>l let Yx denote X. If x<t let Yx denote the point on the

ray RX whose distance y from R is given by the equation 2y = t( — 3x2/t2

+ 5x/t). Let Ci be the transformation throwing X into Yx for every X. For

the point Pi we have x = t/3, and for Qni, x = 2t/3. It is then easily verified

that Cx(Pi) =Qnr Thus G is a topological transformation of 7s„ into itself

which reduces to the identity outside the sphere with R as center and radius t,

and which throws Pi into Qni. In a similar manner there exists a topological

transformation C2 of En into itself, and an integer mit such that C2(Pm) =Qi

and C2 reduces to the identity outside a sphere 5 so chosen that (1) it does not

contain any point of L or any point of the sphere with center R and radius t

and (2) its radius is less than e/2. Then the product transformation C2Ci

satisfies the requirements of the lemma.

Lemma 2. 7/ 77 and K are mutually exclusive closed and compact point sets,

e is any positive number, R is a closed point set of dimension less than «, and L

is any finite point set, then there exists a topological transformation ß of EH into

f With the help of this lemma and Theorem I, a very short proof can be given of the following

well known theorem: // Tx and Tí are countable point sets dense in E„, then there is a topological trans-

formation of E„ into itself throning Tx into 7V See Fréchet, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 68 (1910),

p. 83. Also see Urysohn, Sur les multiplicités Canloriennes, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 7 (1925),

pp. 30-137, and Menger, Dimensionstheorie, p. 264.
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itself, and a positive number e', such that (1) if P is a point of L then ß(P) =P,

(2) if Pis any point of En then ô [P, ß(P) ] < e, (3) ß reduces to the identity trans-

formation outside some sphere, and (4) if p is any topological transformation of

En into itself such that ô [P, p(P) ] < e' for every point P of En then any straight

line interval containing a point both of H and of K contains a point of

En-p[ß(R)].

Since the point set L is finite it can readily be shown, with the help of

Theorem II, that there exist k mutually exclusive (« — l)-cells Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sk,

lying in En — (H+K), such that no point of L belongs to any 5¿ (iúk) and

every straight line interval containing a point of H and a point of K contains

an interior point of 5¿ for some i (i^k). Let L' denote L — L-(H+K). Let e

denote a positive number less than e, and less than every number b(X, Y),

where X and F are points of distinct sets of the sequence H, K, L',

Ji, Si, ■ ■ ■ , sk. For each i (i^k) let Q, be a spherical domain in the comple-

ment of R+Si, every point of which is at a distance less than e/4 from some

point of Si. There exists a topological transformation 2\ of En into itself such

that (1) Ti reduces to the identity on 5¡ and for every point of En at a dis-

tance greater than e/2 from every point of 5¿, (2) if / is any straight line which

contains a point of 5¡ then I contains a point of T¡ (Q¡). Let ß be the product

transformation TxT2T3 ■ •■ Tk. Then ß is a topological transformation of En

into itself such that if I is any straight line interval containing a point of H

and a point of K then / contains a point of ß(Qi) for some i (i^k). Now since

H+K is a closed point set while ß(Qi) is open (i^k), it follows that there

exists a number e' such that if p is any topological transformation of En into

itself such that for each point P of En the distance ô [P, p(P) ] is less than e'

then if / is any straight line interval with end points in H and K respectively,

/ contains a point of p[ß(Q,)] for some i (i^k). Then the transformation ß

and the number «' thus obtained satisfy the conclusions of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem III. Let Pi, R2, R3, ■ ■ ■ denote the set of all spherical

domains with centers and radii rational. There exists a sequence of pairs of

integers «i, mx, n2, m2; ■ • ■ such that (1) for every i the sets Rni and 2c„. are

mutually exclusive, and (2) if h and k are integers such that Rh and Rk are

mutually exclusive then there exists an integer i such that «¡ = Ä and mi = k.

Define new symbols Si, S2, S3, ■ • • as follows: Sx = Rn¡, S2 = Rm„ S3 = Rnv

Si=Rm„ • • • , S2k-i=Rnk, S2k=Rmt. Then the sequence Si, S2; S3, 54; • • •

contains every pair of domains of the set Pi, R2, R3, • ■ • which with their

boundaries are mutually exclusive.

Let Pi, P2, P3, ■ • • and Q1} Q2, Q3, ■ ■ ■ denote the points of Pi and T2

respectively. Suppose M is the set Mx+M2+M3+ ■ ■ • , where for every k
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the set Mk is closed and furthermore Mk is a subset of Mk+x. With the help

of Lemma 1 it can be seen that there exists a topological transformation G of

En into itself such that (1) there exist integers «i and mx such that G(Pi) = Q„,

and Ci(Pm,)=Qi, (2) if U is any point then 8[U, Cx(U)]<l/2, and (3) G

reduces to the identity transformation outside some sphere. Let G denote a

transformation and e{' a number satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2, where

77 and K denote Sx and S2, e = 1/2, R is the set G(Mi) and L is Pi+G+Pm,

+Qni. Let III be the product transformation GG. There exists a number

e/(ei <1) such that if U and V are points and 8(U, V)>1 then 8[llx(U),

n1(F)]>€i'. Then, letting ei equal 1, the following properties hold true: (1)

Tlx(Px) =Q»„ a.ndUx(Pm) =Qh (2) S[i7,IIi((7)]<€i, (3) if *7and F are points
and 8(U, V)>1 then 8(UX, V1)>ex, and (4) if p is any topological trans-

formation such that for each U, 8 [U, p(U) ] < e{ ', then any straight line inter-

val containing a point of Sx and of S2 contains a point of £„ — p[lIi(Afi)].

Moreover III reduces to the identity outside some sphere.

Let «2 be any positive number less than each of the numbers ei/12, ei'/12,

and €i"/12. Again by the use of Lemma 1 it can be seen that there exist in-

tegers «2 and m2, and a continuous transformation G of En into itself such

that (1) Csn1(P<)=(2„i and GHi(Pm,.) = G (i = l, 2), (2) the distance

8 [U, C3(U)] <e2/2 for every point U, and (3) G reduces to the identity out-

side some sphere. Let G denote a transformation, and e2* a number, satisfying

the conclusion of Lemma 2, where 77 and K denote S3 and 54, e = e2/2, R is

the set CJIi(Af2), and L is^Z^^Pi+Qi+Pmi+Qn,). LetII2 denote the prod-

uct transformation GG- There exists a number e2 (t2 < e2) such that if U

and V are points and 8(U, F) > 1/2, then 8 [n2n1(c7),II2lli(F) ] >e2'. Let e2" be

less than ei/12 and e*. Then the following properties obtain : (1) n2IIi(P¿) = Qni

andn2ni(Pm<)=(3i (i = l, 2), (2) 8[U, Il2(U)]<e2 for every point U, (3) if

U and V are points and 8(U, V) > 1/2 then 8 [l~l2Tlx(U), ILTI^F) ] >e2', (4) if

p is any topological transformation of En into itself such that 5 [U, p(U) ] <e2"

for every point U, then any straight line interval containing a point of S3

and of 3>4 contains a point of 7£„ — p[II2IIi(M2) ], and (5) each of the numbers

e2, e2, e" is less than each of the numbers «i/12, ei'/12, €i//12.

This process can be continued indefinitely. Thus^here exist transforma-

tions III, II2, il3, • ■ • , three sequences of positive numbers ex, e2, e3, ■ ■ ■ ;

e{, e2, t3 , ■ ■ ■ and e{', e2", €3", • • • , and two sequences of positive integers

«i, «2, «3, • • • and mx, m2, m3, ■ ■ • such that, for every integer k (with the

notation of Theorem 1) (1) Pik = Qn¡ and Pm¡ = Qi (ièk), (2) if U is any point

then 8[U,Uk(U)]<ek, (3) if U and V are points and 8(U, V)>l/k then

8(Uk, Vk)>ek, (4) if p is any topological transformation of En into itself

such that, for each point U, 8 [U, p(U) ] < e ", then any interval containing a
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point both of 52jt_i and S2k contains apoint of En — p[lLIL_i • • -IWLXAft)],

and (5) each of the numbers ek+l, «¿+i, t"+x is less than each of the numbers

e*/12, e//12 and e*"/12 and e*+i > «¡m-i-

Let LI be the transformation defined as in Theorem 1. For each « let en

denote e„. Then since «„' >3¿2¡°=n+xei, and en>en', it follows from (3) above

that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Hence II is a topological trans-

formation of En into itself. From (1) it follows that II(Pi) = T2. Suppose L

is some straight line such that the point set LII(M) contains an arc /. Since

the sum of a countable number of closed and totally disconnected sets is not

connected it follows that there exists an integer a and a subarc t' of t such

that t' is a subset of H(Ma). There exists an integer k (k>a) such that the

end points of t' lie in the mutually separated sets 524_i and S2k. Let p denote

the transformation such that p[lLIL_i • • • ILJIiiP) ] =n(P) for every point

P. Then 5[P, p(P)] <ek+x+ek+2+ek+3+ ■ ■ ■ <ek". Hence by (4) above, the

interval t' contains a point of £„ — p[IIaIIa-i • • • UiHx(M¡0 ]. That is, t' con-

tains a point of En—ll(Mk). But /' is a subset of II(Ma) and therefore of

Il(Mk), since k>a. Then the supposition that ZII(M) contains a connected

set has led to a contradiction and the theorem is proved.

It has been shown f that if M is any continuous curve lying in a plane S,

then there exists a topological transformation II of 5 into itself such that if K

is the interior of the rectangle whose edges lie in the lines x = rx, x = r2, y = Sx,

y = s2, where r, and s¡ are rational (i = 1,2), then the point set K II(M) is the

sum of a finite number of connected sets. The following proposition does not

hold true: If M is a continuous curve in E3 then there exists a topological

transformation II of E3 into itself such that if K is the interior of a cube with

sides in the planes x — rx, x=r2, y = Sx, y = s2, z = tx, z = t2, where rit s{, and i, are

rational (i = 1, 2) then the point set K-TL(M) is the sum of a finite number of

connected sets.

Example. Let (x, y, z) denote a general point of 3-dimensional space. For

each » (« = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ) let A„, Bn, C„, and Dn be the points with coordinates

(0, 0, 0), (0, 1/2", 0), (1/2», 1/2", 0) and (1/2", l/2"+x, 0). Let En denote the
midpoint of the interval Cn+iZ?n+i. In the plane perpendicular to the xy plane

and passing through the points Dn and En let Gn denote the circle with center

E„ and with diameter l/2"+6. Let Fn denote the first point of Gn on the inter-

val DnEn in the order from Dn to En. Let K denote the continuum

z2n=o(A„Bn+BnCn+CnDn+DnFn+Gn), where AnBn, etc., denote straight

line intervals with end points as indicated. Then K is a bounded regular

curve of order 3. It will be shown below that if H is any domain such that

t Cf. Roberts, loc. cit., Theorem 3.
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no simple closed curve 7 in 77 is interlaced f with any closed point set not in

77 and 77 contains the point A0 but does not contain the point B0, then the

point set HK is not connected. The continuous curve M desired will be de-

fined as the sum of a countable number of continua homeomorphic with K.

For each pair of integers « and k (n>0, 0<¿<2n) let Tk„ denote the

transformation such that if Tkn(x, y, z) = (x', y', z') then x'=x/2n,

y' = (y-r-k)/2n, and z' = z/2n. This transformation may be thought of as divid-

ing every distance to the origin by 2", and then moving space upward (along

the y-axis) a distance k/2\ Let M' denote K+Y.ñ^YX=xTkn(K). Let T de-

note the transformation such that if T(x, y, z) = (x', y', z') then x' = —x,

y' - 21'2y, and z' = z. Set M" equal to T(M'), and M equal to M'+M". Then

M is the continuum desired.

Let 77 denote any domain containing A0 but not every point of A0B0 and

such that no simple closed curve in 77 is interlaced with any closed point set

containing no point in 77. It will be shown that the point set 77 ■ K is not con-

nected. Suppose on the contrary that 77 K is connected. For each n let Qn

denote the set consisting of the circle G„ plus its interior in the plane which

contains G„. Let k denote the smallest integer for which there exists an arc

A0Ek such that (1) AoEk lies in 77 and has only the point Ek in common with

thesetZ»=o(PnG+G7A+Dn£„+(2„), (2) A0Ek+(A0Bk+x+Bk+xCk+x+Ck+x

+Ek), where A0Bk+x, etc., denote straight line intervals, is a simple closed

curve Jk and is interlaced with Gk. Now there exists in 77 • Qk an arc from Ek

to some point of the circle Gk. For if we suppose the contrary then the com-

mon part of Qk and the boundary of 77 must contain a continuum Lk which

separates Ek from Gk; then Jk is interlaced with Lk, contrary to the definition

of 77. Let EkNk denote a simple continuous arc lying in HQk, where Nk is

on Gk- Then since, by supposition, the set HK is connected, the point set

NkFk+FkDk+DkCk+CkBk+BkAk lies in 77, where NkFk denotes one of the

arcs into which Nk and Fk divide Gk (or NkFk denotes the point Fk in case

Nk and Fk are identical). But then A0Ek+EkNk+NkFk+FkDk+DkEk_x is

an arc A0Ek-X satisfying the conditions given above. Thus the supposition

that HK is connected has led to a contradiction.

Let S denote the first point of the interval A QB0 which lies on the bound-

ary of 77.

Case 1. Suppose the y-coördinate of 5 (call it ys) is irrational. If k/2n <ys

f See Mazurkiewicz and Straszewicz, Sur les coupures de l'espace, Fundamenta Mathematicae,

vol. 9 (1927), p. 205. If J is a simple closed curve and L is a closed point set having no point in com-

mon with J, then / is said to be interlaced with L provided there does not exist a continuous point

function x(t, it), defined for 0£<íjl, Ogwgl, such that (1) the point x(t, w) does not belong to L,

(2) ar(0, u)=x(l, u) for every w, (3) x(t, 1) (OiUS 1) generates the curve J, and (4) x(t, 0) —xq, where

xo is a fixed point.
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<(k + l)/2" then Tkn(K) is such that Tkn(Ao) is within H but some point of

Tkn(A oPo) is not in H. Then by the preceding argument Tkn(K) ■ H is not con-

nected. There exists a sequence of distinct continua Fi, V2, V3, ■ ■ ■ such

that, for each i, there exist integers k and « such that F¡ = Tkn(K), Tkn(A0) is

in H but Tkn(AoBo) is not entirely in H. Now any arc lying in M and connect-

ing two points of a set V homeomorphic with K must lie in the set V. Hence

it follows that, since for each i there are at least two components of VfH,

the number of components of H M is infinite.

Case 2. Suppose ys is rational. Let W be the inverse of the transformation

T. Then W(M") =M', and yW(S) is irrational. The domain W(H) is such that

no simple closed curve in it is interlaced with a closed point set not containing

a point in W(H). Moreover W(H) contains the point A0 and does not contain

every point of A0B0. The point W(S) is the first point, in the order from A0

to Po on the boundary of the domain W(H), and yw(S) is irrational. Hence

by Case 1 the set M" — W(H) is not the sum of a finite number of connected

sets. Then M' ■ H is not the sum of a finite number of connected sets. Thus in

any case M H is not the sum of a finite number of connected sets.

Theorem IV. If M is a continuous curve lying in En and G is any uncount-

able set of mutually exclusive hyperspheres, then there is at least one element g of

G such that for each positive number e the set g-M contains a subset Toe such

that M — Tge = Sx+Si+ ■ ■ ■ +sk, where 5, and s,- (i^j) are connected, mutually

separated sets, and Si lies either within the hypersphere concentric with g and of

radius equal to that of g increased by e, or outside the hypersphere concentric

with g and of radius equal to that of g decreased by e.

Let g be any element of G and let e be any positive number. Let

hx, hi, • • • , hk denote a finite set of components of M — Mg containing every

component of M — M -g which contains a point whose distance from g is as

much as e. Suppose that if Q is any point of M — ¿2i=\hi tnen there exists in M

an arcQP, where R belongs to hi for some i (i-¿.k),h\xt no point of QR belongs

to lij (j^i). Let hx* denote the component containing hx of M—X¿=2^í. Let h*

denote the component containing h2 of M — (h* +¿2k¡=3hi)■ In general let h*

denote the component containing hj of M — (SiVïh*+¿2i=j+ih~i)■ It is clear

that the sets h*, h*, ■ ■ ■ , h* are mutually separated and connected. Let T„e

denote the set of all points common to h* and ~h*(i^j; i, j^k). Now

M =¿¡2k¡^ih*, so in this case the theorem is proved.

Thus if we suppose the theorem false it follows that for every element g

of G there is a positive number ea such that if hx, h2, h3, ■ ■ ■ , hk is any set

of components of M — M-g containing every component of M — M-g which

contains a point whose distance from g is as much as e„, then there exists a
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point Q in M — ̂Z)=xhi such that if QR denotes any arc in M, and R is the only

point of this arc in^Zi=lhi, then R must belong to two sets hi and A,- (i^j).

Let Pi, P2, P3, • • • denote the points of a countable point set dense in M.

Let G1 denote an uncountable subset of G and e' a number such that, for

every element g of G1, 2e'<e„. Let g' be a condensation element of G1 and let

pi, p2, p3 and pt be spheres concentric with g' but with radii r — e'/2, r — e'/\,

r+e'/4,andr-f:e'/2,respectively (rbeingtheradiusofg').Letai, a2, a3, ■ • ■ ,am

denote the components of M — (p2+p3) which contain points on px+p*. Let

G2 denote the uncountable subset of G1 containing all elements of G1 which lie

entirely within p3 and entirely without p2. Let g be any element of G2 and let

hx, h2, • ■ • , hk denote the components of M — g containing points on px+pt.

Then there exists a point Q„ (and this may be taken as a point of the count-

able set Pi, P2, P3, ■ ■ ■ ) such that if Q„R is any arc in M such that R, but

no other point of Q0R, lies in ¿Z^=ihi, then R must belong to two sets hi and

h,- (i^j). Hence there exists a point Q and an uncountable subset G3 of G2 such

that, for every g in G3, Q„ = Q.

For each element g of G3 let aoX, ag2, ■ ■ ■ , aak¡¡ denote the components of

M — M-g which contain points on pi+p>,. Then k0^m, since, for each i

(i^ka), agi contains a point of a,- (j^m). If äoi and âoj have a point in com-

mon, and both aQi and agi lie inside (outside) g, then if h is any element of G3

outside (inside) g the set äoi+a0¡ is a subset of a single component oiM — M-h.

It can thus be seen that there exists an uncountable subset G4 of G3 such that

if g is any element of G4 and h and k are components of M — M-g having

points on px+p4, then one and only one of the sets h and k lies inside g.

Let gi and g2 denote two elements of G4. Let the components of M — M-gi

with points on px+pt be called ha, hi2, ■ • ■ , hiki (i = l, 2). Let QR be any

arc in M from Q to a point R in ax. Let IF be the first point of QR belonging

to ¿Z)=i¿Z)=^ln- The point IF obviously cannot belong both to gx and g2.

Moreover it must belong to one of these sets. Suppose W belongs to gx. Let

An and hXj be two sets (i^j) such that IF belongs to hn-hi,-. One of the sets

Ah and Ai,- lies on the non-g2 side of gx. Hence QW is an arc having no point in

common with the set A2rA2, (i^j; i,j^k2), and connecting Q to a component

of M—M-g2 having a point on px+pi. Thus we have reached a contradiction

and the theorem is proved.
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